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Abstra t

This paper presents the features of Fal on, an answer engine that integrates di erent forms of synta ti , semanti and pragmati knowledge for the goal
of a hieving better performan e. The answer engine
handles question reformulations, nds the expe ted answer type from a large hierar hy that in orporates
the WordNet semanti net and extra ts answers after performing uni ations on the semanti forms of
the question and its andidate answers. To rule out
erroneous answers, it provides a justi ation option,
implemented as an abdu tive proof. In TREC-9, Falon generated a s ore of 58% for short answers and
76% for long answers.

Introdu tion

The design of open-domain answer engines is guided by
two thrusts. First, natural language pro essing (NLP)
methods are used to derive the questions semanti s,
in order to identify the andidate answers in the text
olle tions. These methods are integrated with speially rafted information retrieval (IR) te hniques that
return all text paragraphs of interest. Se ond, to be
able to extra t the orre t answers, bag-of-words approa hes are not always suÆ ient. They are repla ed
by surfa e-based NLP methods that are boosted with
pragmati knowledge that lters out in orre t answers.
In (Moldovan et al.1999),(Moldovan et al.2000) we
have presented the surfa e-based NLP te hniques that
made possible question pro essing, paragraph indexing
and the answer pro essing and their intera tion with
the paragraph sear h and the named entity re ognizers.
In (Harabagiu et al.2000) we report initial experiments
that integrate knowledge engineering te hniques with
NLP methods for Question&Answering (Q&A). This
additional knowledge allowed our answer engine to proess a vast majority of open-domain questions, extending the initial ases overed by the TREC-8 questions.
Furthermore, by generating semanti and logi al forms
of questions and answers we enabled a justi ation option based on abdu tive proofs.

The boosting methodology relies on several new
sour es of pragmati knowledge. First, we onsidered
that it is likely that an answer engine would be presented with reformulations of previously posed questions. Thus we devised an approa h of re ognizing
question reformulations and a hing their orresponding answers. Se ondly, we designed a new paragraph
retrieval me hanism that enables keyword alternations,
su h that paraphrases of question on epts and even
some related on epts be in luded in the sear h for the
textual answer. Finally, in order to extra t and evaluate answer orre tness, we repla ed bags-of-words approa hes with loose uni ations of the semanti forms
for questions and answers.
Instead of operating at word level, we have es alated our extra tion methods to operate at the level
of dependen ies between words, thus better approximating the semanti s of questions and answers. These
dependen ies also rely on name entity re ognizers that
in orporate signi antly larger numbers of name ategories than those urrently employed in the Information Extra tion (IE) te hnology. Without any loss
of robustness and without downgrading the elegan e
of our answer engine, we enable the representation
of questions and answers into semanti forms based
on information brought forward by fast, wide- overage
probabilisti parsers. Furthermore, by translating the
semanti forms into logi al forms, we enable a justi ation option relying on minimal abdu tive knowledge.
The proof me hanism is easily extensible for spe ial
domains or situations.

The Knowledge Features in Fal on

To nd the answer of an open-domain natural language
question in a large olle tion of texts we need to devise an eÆ ient way of identifying text passages where
the answer may lie, followed by a me hanism of extra ting only orre t answers, or alternatively, notify
the absen e of an answer in the olle tion. However,
before initiating the sear h, it is very possible that the
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Figure 1: Question, Paragraph and Answer Pro essing in Fal
same question or a very similar one has been posed
to the system before, and thus those results an be
used again. To nd su h a hed questions, we measure
the similarity to the previously pro essed questions and
when a reformulation is identi ed, we onsider all question reformulations and their orresponding answers.
The sear h for answers is based on the onje ture
that the eventual answer is likely to be found in a text
paragraph that (a) ontains the most representative
question on epts and (b) in ludes a textual on ept
of the same ategory as the expe ted answer. Sin e the
urrent retrieval te hnology does not model semanti
knowledge, we have to break down this sear h into a
boolean retrieval, based on some question keywords
and a ltering me hanism, that retains only those passages ontaining the expe ted answer type. Both the
question keywords and the expe ted answer type are
identi ed in the question pro essing module of Falon, illustrated in Figure 1.
Finding the expe ted answer type of a natural language question by relying only on the semanti s of
the question stem (i.e. What, How) and some bag-ofwords approa hes is not always possible, sin e stems
are asso iated with many di erent types of answers
and shallow syntax (e.g. phrasal parsers) fails to nd
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the most dis riminating on ept in the question. The
synta ti dependen ies between the question phrases
help solve this ambiguity: the answer type is indi ated
by the question phrase most onne ted to other onepts. The question semanti form is used to sear h
for this on ept and map it into the answer taxonomy
that ontains WordNet subhierar hies, and thus overs
a large majority of English words. The question semanti form is used as a knowledge sour e on e more
when the answer is eventually identi ed, to measure
the answer plausibility.
Using large, publi ly available resour es su h as
WordNet (Miller 1995) makes possible the opendomain semanti pro essing of questions. Moreover,
it extends the question pro essing entered around
named entity re ognition to deal with the semanti
lass of any on ept lexi alized in English and en oded
in WordNet. For example, Fal on identi es the expe ted answer type of the TREC-9 question Q257:
What do penguins eat? to be food, sin e it is the most
widely used on ept in the glosses of the subhierar hy
of the noun synset feating, feedingg. Moreover, the
mapping in the answer hierar hy does not presuppose
word sense disambiguation, but a mere sear h along
WordNet hierar hies to nd a top of the answer tax-
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Figure 2: Re ning the Answer Sear h by Boosting Knowledge into Fal
onomy.
The question keywords are stru tured into a query
that is passed to a boolean retrieval engine, implemented by adding boolean operators to the SMART
IR system (Bu kley et al.1998). Additionally, we have
post-pro essed the results of the IR engine, by retrieving only text paragraphs de ned by the presen e of the
query keywords within a window of pre-de ned size
(e.g. 10 lines from the do ument). Overall, the quality
of the paragraphs is measured by the number of returned paragraphs. It is well known that one of the disadvantages of boolean retrieval is that it returns either
too many or too few do uments. However, for question answering, this is an advantage. We de ned the
quality of the paragraph retrieval to be a eptable if
the number of paragraphs returned is between a lower
and an upper bound de ned a-priori for ea h answer
type. If the paragraph retrieval is within limits, the
paragraphs are ordered and passed to be pro essed in
the answer pro essing module. Otherwise, as detailed
in (Moldovan et al.2000), if too many paragraphs were
retrieved, new keywords would be added to the query.
Alternatively, when too few paragraphs are returned,
some keywords would be dropped and the retrieval reinitiated, generating the rst loop represented in Figure 2. By boosting knowledge in the answer engine,
we have generated a retrieval model that is based on
the three loops represented in Figure 2.
In the answer pro essing module, ea h paragraph
is parsed and transformed into a semanti form, that
omprises its name ategories as well. When uni ations between the question and the answer semanti
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forms are not possible for any of the paragraphs, the
answer annot be found in any of the retrieved data,
thus alternations of the question keywords, omprising
synonyms and morphologi al derivations are onsidered and sent to the retrieval engine. The new paragraphs returned are evaluated, generating the se ond
loop represented in Figure 2.
Finally, an answer is extra ted only if a logi al justi ation of its orre tness an be provided. For this
purpose, the semanti forms of questions and answers
are translated into logi al forms, omprising predi ates
whose arguments lo alize the dependen ies. The logial proof is implemented as an abdu tive ba k haining
from the answer to the question. As the paragraph
span few synta ti dependen ies and a limited number of ontent words, the ba k haining spa e is quite
small. The number of oreferen e relations relevant to
the paragraph is generally very small if not null, and
the world knowledge en odes very few semanti relations from the WordNet semanti net. The abdu tive
lter in urs very little additional pro essing. When no
answer an be justi ed, related on epts are sear hed
in WordNet to provide with some semanti alternations
that guide new paragraph retrievals. For example, in
the ase of TREC-9 question Q210: How many dogs
pull a sled in the Iditarod?, although uni ations between the semanti forms of the question and multiple
answers were possible, none of the paragraphs retrieved
after sear hing for Iditarod AND dog AND sled ould
be justi ed, as they were not orre tly answering the
question. When keyword sled was repla ed by keyword
harness, a on ept mined from WordNet, the orre t

answer ould be found: Ra e rules require mushers to
arrive in Nome with at least ve dogs in harness. The
semanti alternations allow for the third loop represented in Figure 2.
The omplex sear h for an answer is guided by different knowledge sour es that enable three di erent
sear h loops. The advantage of boosting knowledge
into Fal on is that it opens new sear h spa es at
ea h new iteration. The validation of the answer is
based on in reasing levels of knowledge sophisti ation
- from merely identifying paragraphs that ontain question on epts to justifying answer orre tness.

Question Reformulations

In TREC-9 243 questions were reformulations of 54 inquiries, thus asking for the same answer. The reformulation lasses ontained variable number of questions,
ranging from two to eight questions. Two examples of
reformulation lasses are listed in Table 1. To lassify
questions in reformulation groups, we used the algorithm:
Reformulation Classes(new question, old questions)
1. For ea h question from old questions
2. Compute similarity(question,new question)
3. Build a new similarity matrix M su h that
it is generated by adding to the matrix for the
old questions a new row and a new olumn
representing the similarities omputed at step 2.
4. Find the transitive losures for the set
fold questionsg [ fnew questiong
5. Result: reformulation lasses as transitive losures.

In Figure 3 we represent the similarity matrix for six
questions that were su essively posed to the answer
engine. Sin e question reformulations are transitive
relations, if at a step n questions Qi and Qj are found
similar and Qi already belongs to R, a reformulation
lass previously dis overed (i.e. a group of at least two
similar questions), then question Qj is also in luded in
R. Figure 3 illustrates the transitive losures for reformulations at ea h of the ve steps from the su ession
of six questions. To be noted that at step 4 no new
similarities were found , thus Q5 is not found similar
to Q4 at this step. However, at step 5, sin e Q6 is
found similar to both Q4 and Q5 , Q4 resultssimilar to
all the other quesitons but Q3 .
The algorithm that measures the similarity between
two questions is:
Algorithm Similarity(Q, Q')
Input: a pair of question represented as two word
strings:
Q: w1 w2 ::: wn

Q397:When was the Brandenburg Gate in Berlin built?
Q814:When was Berlin's Brandenburg gate ere ted?
Q-411:What tourist attra tions are there in Reims?
Q-711:What are the names of the tourist attra tions
in Reims?
Q-712:What do most tourists visit in Reims?
Q-713:What attra ts tourists to Reims?
Q-714:What are tourist attra tions in Reims?
Q-715:What ould I see in Reims?
Q-716:What is worth seeing in Reims?
Q-717:What an one see in Reims?

Table 1: Two lasses of TREC-9 reformulations.
Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

Q5 Q6

Q1 0

1

0

1

0

0

Q2 1

0

0

0

0

0

Step 1: {Q1, Q2}

Q3 0

0

0

0

0

0

Step 2: {Q1, Q2} {Q3}

Q4 1

0

0

0

0

1

Step 3: {Q1, Q2, Q4} {Q3}

Q5 0

0

0

0

0

1

Step 4: {Q1, Q2, Q4} {Q3}

Q6 0

0

0

1

0

Step 5: {Q1, Q2, Q4, Q5, Q6} {Q3}

1

Figure 3: Building reformulation lasses with a similarity matrix.
Q': w10 w20 ::: wn0 ::: wm
1. Apply a part-of-spee h tagger on both questions:
Tag(Q): w1 =tag1 w2 =tag2 ::: wn =tagn
0
Tag(Q'): w10 =tag10 w20 =tag20 ::: wm =tagm
2. Set nr mat hes=0
3. Identify quadruples (wi ; tagi ; wj0 ; tagj0 ) su h that
if wi and wj0 are ontent words
then also Lexi al relation(wi ; wj0 ) holds
and moreover tagi  tagj0
4. For ea h quadruple, in rease nr mat hes
5. Relax the Lexi al relation and goto step 3;
6. If (nr mat hes=number of ontent words  t)
then Q and Q' are similar
then else Q and Q' are not similar

The Lexi al relation between a pair of ontent words
is initially onsidered to be a string identity. In later
loops starting at step 3 one of the following three possibile relaxations of Lexi al relation are allowed: (a)
ommon morphologi al root (e.g. owner and owns,
from question Q742: Who is the owner of CNN? and
question Q417: Who owns CNN? respe tively); (b)
WordNet synonyms (e.g. gestation and pregnan y from
question Q763: How long is human gestation? and
question Q765: A normal human pregnan y lasts how
many months?, respe tively) or ( ) WordNet hypernyms (e.g. the verbs ere t and build from question
Q814: When was Berlin's Brandenburg gate ere ted?
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Figure 4: In orporating WordNet hierar hies into the answer taxonomy
and question Q397: When was the Brandenburg Gate
in Berlin built? respe tively).

The expe ted answer type

One of the most important pie es of knowledge used in
extra ting the answer is the semanti ategory of the
expe ted answer, i.e. the expe ted answer type. The
answer semanti ategories are mapped in the ategories overed by a Name Entity Re ognizer that s ans
paragraphs to identify the eventual answers. For example, the named entity re ognizer used in Fal on
overs 27 ategories, listed in Table 2. For ea h question, when the question on ept indi ating the answer
type is identi ed, it is mapped into an answer taxonomy.
date
produ t
human
per ent
mammal
bird
number

time
pri e
disease
provin e
alphabet
reptile
quantity

organization
ountry
phone number
other lo ation
airport ode
university
attra tion

town
money
ontinent
plant
game
dog breed

Table 2: Named Entity Categories.
Currently, our answer taxonomy has 18 top ategories, listed in Table 3. Many of answer tops are further ategorized, as illustrated in Figure 5. Table 4
lists the 15 leaves of the urrent top hierar hies. The
leaves of ea h top hierar hy as well as the stand-alone

tops are onne ted to several word lasses from the
WordNet database. For example, Figure 4 illustrates
the mapping of the DIMENSION leaf from the NUMERICAL VALUE top hierar hy in several WordNet
lasses, like distan e, size or height. Figure 4 also shows
how the mapping from the question to the answer hierar hy takes pla e. In a question like Q335: What is the
wingspan of a ondor?, the word wingspan is sear hed
in the answer type taxonomy, and it is dis overed in
the distan e subhierar hy, therefore the assigned ategory of the expe ted answer type be omes DIMENSION and the named entity re ognizer will look for
a QUANTITY. The sele tion of the word wingspan is
enabled by knowledge derived from the semanti form
of the question.
DATE
REASON
PRODUCT
MAMMAL
LOCATION
QUOTATION

TIME
MANNER
MONEY
GAME
REPTILE
ALPHABET

ORGANIZATION
NATIONALITY
LANGUAGE
DOG BREED
NUMERICAL VALUE
PERCENTAGE

Table 3: Top ategories in the Answer Taxonomy.
It is to be noted that we have a many-to-many
mapping between the named entity ategories and
the leaves of the answer type top hierar hies. Figure 6 illustrates some of the mappings implemented
in Fal on. For example, the answer type MONEY
is sear hed either as the money or as the pri e named

CITY
COUNT
SPEED
DEGREE
UNIVERSITY

COUNTRY
AMOUNT
RATE
PROVINCE
CONTINENT

PERCENTAGE
TEMPERATURE
DURATION
DIMENSION
OTHER LOCATION

Table 4: Leaf nodes of the Top Answer hierar hies.
NUMERICAL VALUE

LOCATION

When a question does not mat h a de nition pattern, the dete tion of its answer type is based on the
question semanti s.
Q228:
Q239:
Q358:
Q710:

What is platinum?
Who is Barbara Jordan?
What is a meerkat?
What is the de nition of hazmat?

Table 5: Questions asking for de nitions.
RATE DURATION
DEGREE
COUNT COUNTRY PROVINCE O THER
DIMENSION
LOCATION
PERCENTAGE
TOWN

Figure 5: Two examples of top answer hierar hies.
entity ategory. In ontrast, the named entity ategory quantity is used to re ognize four types of answers:
SPEED, DURATION, DIMENSION and AMOUNT.
A NSWER TYPE

N AMED ENTYTY

PERSON

human

MONEY

money

SPEED

price

DURATION

quantity

A MOUNT

number

CATEGORY

Figure 6: Mappings of answer types in named entity
ategories.
A spe ial ase of answer type is asso iated with questions that inquire about de nitions. There are questions having a synta ti format that indi ates that the
question asks for the de nition of a ertain on ept.
Table 5 lists some of the TREC-9 questions that ask
for de nitions. Su h questions are easily identi ed as
they are mat hed by a set of patterns omprising:
(Q-P1):What fisjareg <phrase to de ne>?
(Q-P2):What is the de nition of <phrase to de ne>?
(Q-P3):Who fisjwasjarejwereg <person name(s)>?
The pro essing of questions asking for de nitions
does not use the expe ted answer type, but it is rather
based on the re ognition of the <phrase to de ne>
and its mat hing one of the de nition answer patterns.
Some of the answer patterns are:
(A-P1):[<phrase to de ne> fisjareg℄
(A-P2):[<phrase to de ne>, fajthejang℄
(A-P3):[<phrase to de ne> {℄

Semanti Knowledge

Finding the answer to a question by retrieving a text
snippet from a large do ument olle tion annot be
done unless the question semanti s is known. The semanti s of the question an be approximated by deriving all dependen ies between words, and thus reating
a graph of anonymous relations spanning all question
on epts. This information is more important than
the lo al synta ti information produ ed by phrasal
parsers. Therefore instead of produ ing only a phrasal
parse for the question and answer, we make use of one
of the new statisti al parsers for large real-world text
overage (Collins 1996). The parse trees produ ed by
su h a parser an be easily translated into a semanti
representation that (1) omprises all the phrase heads
and (2) aptures their inter-relationships by anonymous links. Figure 7 illustrates both the parse tree
and the asso iated semanti representation of a TREC9 question.
The a tual transformation into semanti representation of a question or an answer is obtained as a byprodu t of the parse tree traversal. Initially, all leaves
of the parse tree are lassi ed as skipnodes or nonskipnodes. All nouns, non-auxiliary verbs, adje tives
and adverbs are ategorized as non-skipnodes. All the
other leaves are skipnodes. Bottom-up traversal of the
parse tree entails the propagation of leaf labels whenever the parent node has more than one non-skipnode
hild. A rule based on the synta ti ategory of the
father sele ts one of the hildren to propagate its label at the next level in the tree. The winning node
will then be onsidered linked to all the other former
siblings that are non-skipnodes. The propagation ontinues until the parse tree root re eives a label, and
thus a semanti graph is reated as a by-produ t. Part
of the label propagation, we also onsider that whenever all hildren of a non-terminal are skipnodes, the
parent be omes a skipnode as well.
Figure 8 represents the label propagation for the
parse tree of the question represented in Figure 7.
The labels of astronaut, walk and spa e are propagated to the next level. This entails that walk is linked

Q733: Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space?
Question parse:
S

1. Semanti forms fa ilitate the dete tion of the answer
type. The node that has the largest onne tivity in
this representation is mapped in the answer hierarhy, produ ing the expe ted answer type;

VP
S
VP
VP
PP
NP
WP

VBD DT

JJ

NP

NNP

NN

TO

Who was the first Russian astronaut to

VB

IN

NN

walk in

space

Question semantic representation:
first
astronaut
space

walk

Figure 7: Building semanti forms
to astronaut, walk to spa e and astronaut and PERSON, the answer type. The label propagation rules
are identi al to the rules for mapping from trees to dependen y stru tures used by Mi hael Collins (Collins
1996). These rules identify the head- hild, and propagate its label up in the tree.
astronaut
VP astronaut
S

walk

VP

walk
VP

PERSON

walk
PP

astronaut

WP

VBD DT

JJ

NNP

space
space

NP

NP
NN

TO

Who was the first Russian astronaut to

VB

2. Semanti forms indi ate what keywords should be
onsidered, and furthermore how their alternations
should be sear hed. All nouns that are immediately
related to the on ept that determined the answer
type are onsidered among the retrieval keywords.
In addition, we onsider their adje tival and adverbial adjun ts.
3. Semanti forms enable abdu tions based on relations between words rather than on bag-of-words approa hes.

Russian

PERSON

S

essing onstraints.
There are three immediate advantages of pro essing
semanti forms:

IN

NN

walk in

space

Figure 8: Parse tree traversal
Current probabilisti parsers have very good performan e, are fast and robust, and an be easily operated
on short texts, as represented by questions and short
paragraphs were the answer may lie. The resulting
trees do not impose great omplexity for their traversal, therefore obtaining semanti forms of the format
implemented in Fal on does not impose great pro-

Keywords and Alternations

The paragraphs ontaining the answers are retrieved
based on the keywords that are passed to the boolean
sear h engine. To redu e the number of loops illustrated in Figure 2 and thus to enhan e the performan e
of Fal on, we allow some alternations of the keywords
to be passes as well. Su h alternations an be lassi ed
a ording to the linguisti knowledge they are based
upon:
1. Morphologi al Alternations. Based on the spe i ity
of the question keyword that has determined the expe ted answer type we enable all the morphologi al
derivations that are a essible from WordNet. For
example, in the ase of question Q209: Who invented
the paper lip? we allow all the morphologi al alternations of the verb invented. For this question, the
verb was mapped into its nominalization inventor,
whi h is in the subhierar hies of the answer type
PERSON. Therefore, we passed to the retrieval engine the query:
QUERY(Q209):[paper AND lip AND (invented OR
inventor OR invent)℄

To estimate the spe i ity of a on ept in the answer hierar hy we followed some ideas set forward in
(Pas a 2000). First a distin tion between the hypernym relations en oded in WordNet is made. Some
hypernym relations that model IsA relations and
whereas other model Instan eOf relations. Their
distin tion is made by the presen e of proper names
in the on eptual synsets of the subsumed words.

Additionally, whenever a synset element ontains the
lexeme of one of its hypernyms, it is onsidered to
be an instan e of that hypernym. The spe i ity
is measured by the number of nodes that are onne ted by IsA types of hypernym relations in the
answer hierar hies.
2. Lexi al Alternations. WordNet en odes a wealth of
semanti information that is easily mined. Seven
types of semanti relations span on epts, enabling
the retrieval of synonyms and another semanti ally
related terms. Su h alternations improves the re all
of the answer paragraphs. For example, in the ase
of question Q221: Who killed Martin Luther King?,
by onsidering the synonym of killer, the noun assassin, the system retrieved paragraphs with the orre t
answer. Similarly, for the question Q206: How far is
the moon?, sin e the adverb far is en oded in WordNet as being an attribute of distan e, by adding this
noun to the retrieval keywords, a orre t answer is
found.
3. Semanti Alternations. Mining from WordNet semanti knowledge that is not always lo alized in the
on eptual synset allows for semanti alternations.
An example was used in the ase of question Q258:
Where do lobsters like to leave?. Sin e in WordNet
the genus of the de nition of the verb prefer is liking
better, the query be omes:
QUERY(Q58):[(lobster OR lobsters) AND (like OR
prefer)℄

In this way the likelihood of retrieving the orre t
answer is greatly enhan ed.

Abdu tive Knowledge

The semanti forms of questions and answers an be
uni ed and thus enable a mat hing between the oneptual relations expressed in the question and the relations derived from the answer. Heuristi s that are
based on these relations are more reliable than those
based on bag-of-words approa hes. However, they do
not always a ount for the orre tness of the answer.
For example, in Figure 9 we illustrate the answer to
question Q733, des ribed in Figure 7. The dashed re tangle indi ates the result of the uni ation, but none of
the on epts have the expe ted answer type, mat hed
by the named entity Leonov. To better assess the orre tness of the answer type we need to transforms both
the question and the answer into logi al forms.
The logi al formulae in whi h questions or answers
are translated are inspired by the notation proposed in

Answer: The broad-shouldered but paunchy Leonov, who in 1965 became

the first man to walk in space, signed autographs.
Answer semantic representation:

paunchy

shouldered

broad
signed

autographs

Leonov
space

1965

walk

became

man

first
Answer logic form:

paunchy(y) ^ shouldered(e1 y x) ^ broad(x) ^ Leonov(x) ^ first(z) ^
^ man(z) ^ space(t) ^ walk(e2 t z) ^ became(e3 z u x) ^
^ 1965(u) autographs(v) ^ signed(e4 v x) ^ HUMAN(x) ^ DATE(u)

Figure 9: Semanti uni ations and logi al forms of an
answer
(Hobbs 1986-1) and implemented in Ta itus (Hobbs
1986-2).
Based on the Davidsonian treatment of a tion senten es, in whi h events are treated as individuals, every
question and every answer are transformed in a rstorder predi ate formula for whi h (1) verbs are mapped
in predi ates verb(e,x,y,z,...) with the onvention that
variable e represents the eventuality of that a tion or
event to take pla e, whereas the other arguments (e.g.
x, y, z, ...) represent the predi ate arguments of the
verb; (2) nouns are mapped into their lexi alized predi ates; and, (3) modi ers have the same argument as
the predi ate they modify. For example, the question
illustrated in Figure 7 is mapped in the logi al form
transformation (LFT) represented in Figure 10. We
use the same pro edure to build both question logi al
formulae (QLF) and answer logi al formulae (ALF).
Q733: Who was the first Russian astronaut to walk in space?
Question semantic representation:
first

Russian
astronaut

PERSON
walk

space

Question logic form:

first(x) ^ astronaut(x) ^ Russian(x) ^ space(z) ^ walk(y z x) ^
^ HUMAN(x)

Figure 10: Logi form transformations
The logi al transformations are also used in the most

elaborated form of ltering of our system: the justi ation option. A Q/A system that provides with the
option of justifying the answer has the advantage that
erroneous answers an be ruled out systemati ally. In
our quest of enhan ing the pre ision of a Q/A system
by in orporating additional knowledge, we found this
option very helpful. However, the generation of justiations for open-domain textual Q/A systems poses
some hallenges. First, we needed to develop a very
eÆ ient prover, operating on logi al form transformations. Our proofs are ba k haining from the questions
through a mixture of axioms. We use three forms of
axioms: (1) axioms derived from the fa ts stated in the
textual answer; (2) axioms representing world knowledge; and (3) axioms determined by oreferen e resolution in the answer text. The LFT of the answers
represent the rst ategory of axioms. New axioms are
added, modeling the oreferen e information and some
general world knowledge, a essible from WordNet.
Feature
Q358
Answer
(short)
Feature
Q205
Answer
(long)
Feature
Q258
Answer

De nition Question
What is a meerkat?
S ore: 284.40 The meerkat, a type
of mongoose, thrives in ...
Keyword Alternations
What is the population of Bahamas?
S ore: 142.56 Mr Ingraham 's harges of
'impropriety' are unlikely
to ex ite the 245,000 people
of the Bahamas
Abdu tions
Where do lobsters like to live?
S ore: 145.58 The water is ooler,
and lobsters prefer that

Table 6: Examples of Fal

on

answers.

Performan e evaluation

Table 7 summarizes the s ores provided by NIST for
our system.

Short answer
Long answer

NIST s ore
lenient
59.9%
77.8%

NIST s ore
stri t
58.0%
76.0%

Table 7: A ura y performan e
Another important performan e parameter is the
ontribution of ea h knowledge feature to the general
performan e of Fal on. From the total of 692 questions, keyword alternations were used for 89 questions
and the justi ation option was needed to rule out erroneous answers for 121 questions. Table 6 illustrates

examples of questions that ould be answered by using
di erent ombinations of knowledge features.

Lessons learned

There are many forms of ambiguities that an be resolved when onsidering novel usages of large, opendomain linguisti resour es su h as WordNet. With
Fal on we have been able to dete t the expe ted answer type for 79% of the TREC-9 questions. To a omplish this, we have in orporated WordNet noun and
verb hierar hies into our answer taxonomy. Furthermore, we have been able to mine WordNet for several
forms of lexi o-semanti knowledge that was used to
generate keyword alternations. Additionally, we have
built axioms for the abdu tive prover by ombining the
WordNet relational semanti s with the data pro essed
from the glosses of WordNet on epts. The proofs were
quite short and did not generate any signi ant overhead on Fal on. Currently, most of the time is spent
on retrieving the paragraphs.
In TREC-9, the test questions were not only more
numerous than in TREC-8, but also with a higher
degree of diÆ ulty. Three dimensions de ne the inreased diÆ ulty. First, the TREC-9 test set omprised a larger variety of question lasses and given
the larger size, in ea h lass there were more degrees of omplexity. Table 8 shows the many-to-many
orresponden e between question lasses and answer
types. Third, given the origin of the test set, TREC-9
questions re e ted real-world needs of urrent users,
thus ontained reformulations, de nitions, omparatives and a signi ant number of questions dealing with
superlative attributes of named entities or on epts.
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